1. Gently lay the machine front down. It is advised to put some sort of cushioning under it to prevent scratching or similar damage.
2. Take the sheet with metal “pocket”, adapter and strapping tapes. Place the adapter exactly as shown in pictures. Put strapping tapes around the adapter. Do not tighten the tapes, adapter has to be able to move back forth.
3. Install both sheets using **6 screws B** according to the picture.
4. Connect the wire from adapter to the sheet socket. Adapter is movable in its holder so you can adjust the cable length so that the switch can comfortably be placed in place according to the picture. Remove foil from adhesive tape to glue it to the machine. Tighten strapping tapes and remove those, which aren’t holding adapter.
5. Connect both sheets using “Cable A” and twist it according to picture.
6. Tear the protective foil from **both** sides of the Plexiglas cover
7. Install the Plexiglas cover using 4 screws A. Gently push on the cover so that it rests nicely and doesn’t have gaps around the adapter area.

When experiencing issues, contact me at teplyp@btinet.com